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Abstract

Recently, operator quantum error-correcting codes have been proposed
to unify and generalize decoherence free subspaces, noiseless subsys-
tems, and quantum error-correcting codes. This note introduces a nat-
ural construction of such codes in terms of Clifford codes, an elegant
generalization of stabilizer codes due to Knill. Character-theoretic
methods are used to derive a simple method to construct operator
quantum error-correcting codes from any classical additive code over
a finite field, which obviates the need for self-orthogonal codes.

Introduction. One of the main challenges in quantum information pro-
cessing is the protection of the quantum information against various sources
of errors. A possible remedy is given by encoding the quantum information
in a subspace C of the state space H of the quantum system. If such a
quantum error-correcting code C is well-chosen, then many errors can be
corrected through active recovery operations. A more recent development
is the encoding of quantum information into a subsystem A of the state
space [11,12]. This means that C is further decomposed into a tensor prod-
uct of vector spaces A and B such that

H = C ⊕ C⊥ = (A⊗B)⊕ C⊥.

One refers to C as an operator quantum error-correcting code with subsys-
tem A and co-subsystem B. Some authors refer to the co-subsystem as the
gauge subsystem. One advantage is that errors affecting the co-subsystem
B alone do not require any active error-correction. Furthermore, one can
detect all errors that map the encoded information into the orthogonal com-
plement C⊥ of C.

The operator quantum error-correcting codes generalize and unify the
main methods of passive and active quantum error-correction: decoherence
free subspaces, noiseless subsystems, and quantum error-correcting codes.
More background on operator quantum error-correcting codes can be found,
for example, in references [1, 9–13].

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a natural method for construct-
ing such operator quantum error-correcting codes. Our approach is based
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on an elegant formalism to construct quantum error-correcting codes that
has been introduced in 1996 by Knill as a generalization of the stabilizer
code concept. At the heart of this quantum code construction is a famous
theorem by Clifford concerning the restriction of irreducible representations
of finite groups to normal subgroups, so we referred to these codes as “Clif-
ford codes” in [5, 6], although “Knill codes” is perhaps a more appropriate
name. Unexpectedly, it turned out that Clifford codes are in many cases
stabilizer codes, so this construction did not become as widely known as it
should.

In our approach, we construct a Clifford code C and give conditions that
ensure that this code decomposes into a tensor product C = A ⊗ B. The
Clifford codes allow us to control the dimensions of A and B, and we get
a simple characterization of the detectable errors of the operator quantum
error-correcting code. Since there may exist many different ways to construct
the same Clifford code C, we should note that these constructions can lead to
different tensor product decompositions. In fact, even if one is just interested
in the tensor decomposition of a stabilizer code C, then the Clifford codes
can provide a natural way to induce an operator quantum error-correcting
code on C.

Notation. If N is a group, then Z(N) denotes the center of N . We denote by

Irr(N) the set of irreducible characters of N . If χ and ψ are characters of N , then

(χ, ψ)N = |N |−1
∑

n∈N
χ(n)ψ(n−1) defines a scalar product on the vector space of

class functions onN , and Irr(N) is an orthonormal basis of this space. We denote by

supp(χ) = {n ∈ N |χ(n) 6= 0}. If χ ∈ Irr(N), then Z(χ) = {n ∈ N |χ(1) = |χ(n)|}

denotes the quasikernel of χ. Suppose that G is a group that contains N as a

subgroup. If φ ∈ Irr(G), then φN denotes the restriction of this character to N . If

x, y ∈ N , then [x, y] = x−1y−1xy is the commutator. If A and B are subgroups of

a group, then [A,B] = 〈[a, b] | a,∈ A and b ∈ B〉 is the commutator subgroup of A

and B. In particular, N ′ = [N,N ] denotes the derived subgroup of N . The reader

can find background material on finite groups in [14] and on character theory in [3].

Clifford Codes. Before introducing the concept of a Clifford code, we
need to fix a notion of errors that generalizes the concept of the Pauli group.
We say that a finite group E is an abstract error group if it has a faithful
irreducible unitary representation ρ of degree d = |E : Z(E)|1/2. The irre-
ducibility of the representation ensures that one can express any error acting
on Cd as a linear combination of the matrices ρ(g), with g ∈ E. The fact
that the representation is faithful and has the largest possible degree ensures
that the set of matrices {ρ(g) | g ∈ T}, where T is a set of representatives of
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E/Z(E), forms a basis of the vector space of d× d matrices.
A Clifford code is constructed with the help of a normal subgroup N of

the error group E and an irreducible character χ of N . Let φ denote the
irreducible character corresponding to the representation ρ of the group E,
that is, φ(g) = Tr ρ(g) for g ∈ E. Suppose that N is a normal subgroup of
E and that χ is an irreducible character of N such that (χ, φN )N > 0. Then
the Clifford code C corresponding to (E, ρ,N, χ) is defined as the image of
the orthogonal projector

P =
χ(1)

|N |

∑

n∈N

χ(n−1)ρ(n),

see [5, Theorem 1]. We emphasize that if we refer to a Clifford code with
data (E, ρ,N, χ), then it is assumed that (χ, φN ) > 0, as this condition
ensures that dimC > 0.

Recall that an error e in E is detectable by the quantum code C if and
only if Pρ(e)P = λeP holds for some λe ∈ C.

The image of P is the homogeneous component that consists of the direct
sum of all irreducible CN -submodules with character χ that are contained
in the restriction of ρ to N . The elements e in E that satisfy ρ(e)C = C
form a group known as the inertia group IE(χ) = {g ∈ E |χ(gxg−1) =
χ(x) for all x ∈ N}. We note that C is an irreducible C[IE(χ)]-module. Let
ϑ be the irreducible character corresponding to this module.

Fact 1. Let C be a Clifford code with data (E, ρ,N, χ). Then the dimension
of the code is given by dimC = |Z(E)∩N ||E : Z(E)|1/2χ(1)2/|N |. An error
e in E can be detected by C if and only if e is in E − (IE(χ)− Z(ϑ)).

For a proof of this fact see [5] and for more background on Clifford codes
see [6] and the seminal papers [7, 8].

Operator Quantum Error-Correcting Codes. We are now concerned
with the construction of a decomposition of the Hilbert space H in the form

H = (A⊗B)⊕ C⊥.

Put differently, we seek a decomposition of the Clifford code C as a tensor
product A⊗B.

The next theorem gives a construction of operator quantum error-cor-
recting codes when one can express the inertia group IE(χ) as a central
product IE(χ) = LN , where L is a subgroup of E such that [L,N ] = 1.
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Theorem 1. Suppose that C is a Clifford code with data (E, ρ,N, χ). If the
inertia group IE(χ) is of the form IE(χ) = LN , where L is a subgroup of E
such that [L,N ] = 1, then C is an operator quantum error-correcting code
C = A⊗B such that
i) dimA = |Z(E) ∩N ||E : Z(E)|1/2χ(1)/|N |,
ii) dimB = χ(1).
The subsystem A is an irreducible CL-module with character χA ∈ Irr(L).
An error e in E is detectable by subsystem A if and only if e is contained
in the set E − (IE(χ)− Z(χA)N).

Proof. Since the Clifford code C is an irreducible C[IE(χ)]-module and
IE(χ) = LN , with [L,N ] = 1, there exists an irreducible CL-module A
and an irreducible CN -module B such that C ∼= A ⊗ B, see [2, Proposi-
tion 9.14]. If χA ∈ Irr(L) is the character associated with the module A,
χB ∈ Irr(N) the character associated with B, and ϑ ∈ Irr(IE(χ)) the char-
acter associated with C, then ϑ is of the form ϑ(ℓn) = χA(ℓ)χB(n) with
ℓ ∈ L and n ∈ N .

As the restriction of C to a CN -module contains an irreducible CN -
module W with character χ, we must have

(ϑN , χ)N =
1

|N |

∑

n∈N

ϑ(1, n−1)χ(n) =
1

|N |

∑

n∈N

χA(1)χB(n
−1)χ(n)

= χA(1)(χB , χ)N > 0.

Since Irr(N) forms an orthonormal basis with respect to ( · , · )N , we can
conclude that the irreducible character χB must be equal to χ. It follows
that C ∼= A⊗W .

The dimension of W ∼= B is χ(1), and by Fact 1 the dimension of C is
given by

TrP = |Z(E) ∩N ||E : Z(E)|1/2χ(1)2/|N |.

The dimension of B follows from the formula dimC = dimAdimB.
An error e ∈ E − IE(χ) maps C to an orthogonal complement, so the

errors are detectable. An error e in Z(χA)N acts by scalar multiplication on
A and arbitrarily on B, so these errors are by definition detectable (harmless
would be a better word). Therefore, all errors in E− (IE(χ)−Z(χA)N) are
detectable. Conversely, an error e in IE(χ)−Z(χA)N cannot be detectable,
since e does not act by scalar multiplication on A, and thus does not preserve
the encoded quantum information.

The data given in the previous theorem can be easily computed, espe-
cially with the help of a computer algebra system such as GAP or MAGMA.
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We will now consider some important special cases. Recall that most
abstract error groups that are used in the literature satisfy the constraint
E′ ⊆ Z(E) (put differently, the quotient group E/Z(E) is abelian). In
that case, we are able to obtain a characterization of the resulting operator
quantum error-correcting codes that does not depend on the choice of the
character χ.

Theorem 2. Suppose that E is an abstract error group such that E′ ⊆ Z(E).
Suppose that C is a Clifford code with data (E, ρ,N, χ). In this case, the
inertia group is given by IE(χ) = CE(Z(N)). If CE(Z(N)) = LN for some
subgroup L of E such that [L,N ] = 1, then C is an operator quantum error-
correcting code C = A⊗B such that
i) dimA = |Z(E) ∩N ||E : Z(E)|1/2|N : Z(N)|1/2/|N |,
ii) dimB = |N : Z(N)|1/2.
An error e in E is detectable by subsystem A if and only if e is contained
in the set E − (CE(Z(N))− Z(L)N).

Proof. Since the abstract error group E satisfies the condition E′ ⊆ Z(E),
the inertia group of the character χ in E can be fully determined; it is given
by T := IE(χ) = CE(Z(N)), see [5, Lemma 5].

Suppose that

P1 =
χ(1)

|N |

∑

n∈N

χ(n−1)ρ(n)

is the orthogonal projector onto C. The assumption E′ ⊆ Z(E) implies that
there exists a linear character ϕ of Irr(Z(N)) such that

P2 =
1

|Z(N)|

∑

n∈Z(N)

ϕ(n−1)ρ(n)

satisfies P1 = P2, see [5, Theorem 6].
Let φ be the character of the representation ρ, that is, φ(g) = Tr ρ(g)

for g ∈ E. We have TrP1 = χ(1)2φ(1)|N ∩Z(E)|/|N | and TrP2 = φ(1)|N ∩
Z(E)|/|Z(N)|. Since P1 = P2 project onto the code space C, and dimC > 0,
we have TrP1/TrP2 = 1, which implies χ(1)2 = |N : Z(N)|. Therefore, the
claims i) and ii) follow from Theorem 1.

Let ϑ ∈ Irr(T ) be the character associated with the C[T ]-module C; put
differently, ϑ is the unique character in Irr(T ) that satisfies (ϑN , χ)N > 0 and
(φT , ϑ)T > 0. Since Z(E) ≤ T and (φT , ϑ)T > 0, it follows from Lemma 8
that supp(ϑ) = Z(T ).

Since the inertia group T is a central product given by T = LN with
[L,N ] = 1, there exist characters χA ∈ Irr(L) and χB = χ ∈ Irr(N) such
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that ϑ(ℓn) = χA(ℓ)χ(n) for ℓ ∈ L and n ∈ N . By Lemma 9, we have Z(T ) =
Z(L)Z(N); thus, supp(ϑ) = Z(L)Z(N). This implies that supp(χA) =
L ∩ Z(L)Z(N) = Z(L); hence Z(χA) = Z(L). The characterization of the
detectable errors is obtained by substituting these facts in Theorem 1.

In the previous theorem, we still need to check whether CE(Z(N)) de-
composes into a central product of N and some group L. In the case of
extraspecial p-groups (which is arguably the most popular choice of ab-
stract error groups) the decomposition of the inertia group into a central
product is always guaranteed, as we will show next.

Recall that a finite group E whose order is a power of a prime p is called
extraspecial if its derived subgroup E′ and its center Z(E) coincide and have
order p. An extraspecial p-group is an abstract error group. The quotient
group E = E/Z(E) is the direct product of two isomorphic elementary
abelian p-groups. Therefore, one can regard E as a vector space F2n

p over
the finite field Fp.

Let ζ be a fixed generator of the cyclic group Z(E). As the commutator
[x, y] depends only on the cosets x = xZ(E) and y = yZ(E), one can
determine a well-defined function s : E × E → Fp by [x, y] = ζs(x,y). The
function s is a nondegenerate symplectic form. We note that two elements
x and y in E commute if and only if s(x, y) = 0. We write x⊥s y if and only
if s(x, y) = 0.

For a subgroup G of E, we will use G to denote G/Z(E).

Lemma 3. If E is an extraspecial p-group and N a normal subgroup of E,
then CE(Z(N)) = NCE(N).

Proof. Since Z(E) ≤ NCE(N) ≤ CE(Z(N)), it suffices to show that the
dimensions of the Fp-linear vector spaces

NCE(N) and CE(Z(N))

are the same. Suppose that z = dimZ(N) and k = dimN . Then

dimNCE(N) = dim(N +N
⊥s

) = dimN + dimN
⊥s

− dim(N ∩N
⊥s

)

= dimN + dimN
⊥s

− dim(Z(N))
= k + (2n − k)− z = 2n− z,

which coincides with dimCE(Z(N)) = dimZ(N)
⊥s

= 2n−z, and this proves
our claim.
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The next theorem shows that it suffices to choose a normal subgroup N
of the extraspecial p-group E, and this choice determines the parameters of
an operator quantum error-correcting code provided by a Clifford code C.

Theorem 4. Suppose that E is an extraspecial p-group. If C is a Clifford
code with data (E, ρ,N, χ), with N 6= 1, then C is an operator quantum
error-correcting code C = A⊗B such that
i) dimA = |Z(E) ∩N ||E : Z(E)|1/2|N : Z(N)|1/2/|N |,
ii) dimB = |N : Z(N)|1/2.
An error e in E is detectable by subsystem A if and only if e is contained
in the set E − (NCE(N)−N).

Proof. The inertia group Iχ(E) = CE(Z(N)), since E′ ⊆ Z(E), see [5,
Lemma 5]. By Lemma 3, we have IE(χ) = LN = NL with L = CE(N).
Thus, C is an operator quantum error-correcting code and the statements i)
and ii) follow from Theorem 2. Furthermore, Theorem 2 shows that an error
e in E is detectable if and only if e ∈ E− (NCE(N)−Z(L)N). Since E is a
p-group and N 6= 1, we have N ∩Z(E) 6= 1; hence Z(E) ≤ N . We note that

Z(L) ⊆ L ∩ L
⊥s

= N
⊥s

∩ N ⊆ N ; therefore, N ⊆ Z(L)N ⊆ Z(N)N = N ,
forcing Z(L)N = N .

Classical Codes. We conclude this note by showing how the previous
results can be related to classical coding theory.

Let a and b be elements of the finite field Fq of characteristic p. We
define unitary operators X(a) and Z(b) on Cq by

X(a)|x〉 = |x+ a〉, Z(b)|x〉 = ωtr(bx)|x〉,

where tr denotes the trace operation from the extension field Fq to the
prime field Fp, and ω = exp(2πi/p) is a primitive pth root of unity. Let
a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Fn

q . We write X(a) = X(a1)⊗ · · · ⊗X(an) and Z(a) =
Z(a1)⊗ · · · ⊗Z(an) for the tensor products of n error operators. One readily
checks that the group

E = 〈X(a), Z(b) | a, b ∈ Fn
q 〉

is an extraspecial p-group of order pq2n. As a representation ρ, we can take
the identity map on E. We have E/Z(E) ∼= F2n

q .
We need to introduce a notion of weights of errors. Recall that an error

in E can be expressed in the form αX(a)Z(b) for some nonzero scalar α.
The weight of αX(a)Z(b) is defined as |{i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ai 6= 0 or bi 6= 0}|,
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that is, as the number of quantum systems that are affected by the error.
Similarly, we can introduce a weight on vectors of F2n

q by

swt(a|b) = {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ai 6= 0 or bi 6= 0}|

for a, b ∈ Fn
q .

Theorem 4 suggests the following approach to construct operator quan-
tum error-correcting codes.

Theorem 5. Let X be a classical additive subcode of F2n
q such that X 6= {0}

and let Y denote its subcode Y = X ∩X⊥s. If x = |X| and y = |Y |, then
there exists an operator quantum error-correcting code C = A⊗B such that
i) dimA = qn/(xy)1/2,
ii) dimB = (x/y)1/2.
The minimum distance of subsystem A is given by d = swt((X+X⊥s)−X) =
swt(Y ⊥s −X). Thus, the subsystem A can detect all errors in E of weight
less than d, and can correct all errors in E of weight ≤ ⌊(d− 1)/2⌋.

Proof. Let E be the extraspecial p-group of order pq2n, and let N be the
full preimage of N = X in E under the canonical quotient map. Therefore,
we can apply Theorem 4. The remainder of the proof justifies how the
parameters given in Theorem 4 can be expressed in terms of the code sizes
x and y.

Then Z(N) = X ∩ X⊥s = Y . By definition, N contains Z(E); hence,
Z(E) ≤ Z(N). It follows that |N : Z(N)| = |N : Z(N)| = x/y, so ii) follows
from Theorem 4. For the claim i), we remark that x = |X| = |N |/p, which
implies that dimA = (p/|N |)|E : Z(E)|1/2|N : Z(N)|1/2 = qn(x/y)1/2/x.

The minimum distance of subsystem A is the weight of the smallest
nondetectable error, so it is the minimum weight of an error in the set
NCE(N) −N = CE(Z(N)) −N . Since the quotient map E → E maps an
error e of weight w onto a vector e such that w = swt e, the claim about
the minimum distance follows from the observations that NCE(N)−N =
(X +X⊥s)−X and CE(Z(N))−N = Y ⊥s −X.

An operator quantum error-correcting code with parameters ((n, a, b, d))q
is a subspace C = A ⊗ B of a qn-dimensional Hilbert space H such that
a = dimA, b = dimB, and the subsystem A has minimum distance d. The
above theorem constructs an ((n, qn/(xy)1/2, (x/y)1/2, d))q operator quan-
tum error-correcting code given a classical (n, x)q code X and its (n, y)q
subcode Y = X ∩X⊥s . We write [[n, k, r, d]]q for an ((n, qk, qr, d))q operator
quantum error-correcting code.
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Sometimes one would like to characterize the minimum distance in terms
of the familiar Hamming weight. For this purpose, we reformulate the above
result in terms of codes of length n over Fq2 .

Let (β, βq) be a fixed normal basis of Fq2 over Fq. We can define a
bijection φ from F2n

q onto Fn
q2 by setting

φ((a|b)) = βa+ βqb for (a|b) ∈ F2n
q .

The map is chosen such that a vector (a|b) of symplectic weight x is mapped
to a vector φ((a|b)) of Hamming weight x. If we define a trace-alternating
form 〈v|w〉a for vectors v and w in Fn

q2 by

〈v|w〉a = trq/p

(

v · wq − vq · w

β2q − βq

)

,

then it is easy to show that 〈c|d〉s = 〈φ(c)|φ(d)〉a holds for all c, d ∈ F2n
q ,

see [4, Lemma 14]. Specifically, we have c⊥s d if and only if φ(c)⊥a φ(d).
Therefore, the previous theorem can be reformulated terms of codes of length
n over Fq2 as follows:

Theorem 6. Let X be a classical additive subcode of Fn
q2 such that X 6= {0}

and let Y denote its subcode Y = X ∩X⊥a . If x = |X| and y = |Y |, then
there exists an operator quantum error-correcting code C = A⊗B such that
i) dimA = qn/(xy)1/2,
ii) dimB = (x/y)1/2.
The minimum distance of subsystem A is given by

d = wt((X +X⊥a)−X) = wt(Y ⊥a −X),

where wt denotes the Hamming weight. Thus, the subsystem A can detect
all errors in E of Hamming weight less than d, and can correct all errors in
E of Hamming weight ⌊(d − 1)/2⌋ or less.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 5 and the definition of the isometry φ.

The above connections of Clifford operator quantum error-correcting
codes to classical code allow one to explore a plethora of code construc-
tions.
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Conclusions. We have introduced a method for constructing operator
quantum error-correcting codes. We have seen that a Clifford codes C offers
naturally a tensor-product decomposition C = A⊗B, where the dimensions
of the subsystems are controlled by the choice of the normal subgroup N
and its character χ.

Our construction in terms of classical codes is fairly simple: Any classi-
cal (additive) code over a finite field can be used to construct an operator
quantum error-correcting code. In particular, we do not require any self-
orthogonality conditions as in the case of stabilizer code constructions.

The most prominent open problem concerning operator quantum error-
correcting codes is whether one can achieve better error correction that
by means of a quantum error-correcting code. The construction given in
Theorem 5 allows one to compare the parameters of Clifford codes with
the parameters of stabilizer codes. One should note that a fair comparison
should be made between [[n−r, k, d]] stabilizer codes and [[n, k, r, d]] Clifford
codes. It would be helpful to have bounds on the best possible minimum
distance d of Clifford codes to answer this question.

Acknowledgments. This research was supported by NSF grant CCF-
0218582, NSF CAREER award CCF-0347310, and a TITF project.

A Appendix

In this appendix, we prove some simple technical results on groups and
characters.

Lemma 7. Let E be a finite group such that E′ ⊆ Z(E), and let H be a
subgroup of E. If χ ∈ Irr(H) satisfies Z(E) ∩ kerχ = {1}, then suppχ =
Z(H).

Proof. Let h ∈ supp(χ). Seeking a contradiction, we assume that h ∈
H − Z(H). Since E′ ⊆ Z(E), there exists an element g ∈ H such that
ghg−1 = zh with z ∈ Z(E) such that z 6= 1. Since zh ∈ H and h ∈ H,
we have z ∈ H ∩ Z(E). As χ is irreducible, the element z ∈ H ∩ Z(E) is
represented by ωI for some ω ∈ C by Schur’s lemma; furthermore, ω 6= 1,
since Z(E)∩ ker χ = {1}. We note that χ(h) = χ(ghg−1) = χ(zh) = ωχ(h),
with ω 6= 1, forcing χ(h) = 0, contradiction.

The elements of Z(H) belong to the support of χ, since they are repre-
sented by scalar invertible matrices.
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Lemma 8. Let E be a finite group such that E′ ⊆ Z(E), and let φ ∈ Irr(E)
be a faithful character of degree φ(1) = |E : Z(E)|1/2. Let T be a subgroup
of E such that Z(E) ≤ T . If ϑ ∈ Irr(T ) and (φT , ϑ)T > 0, then supp(ϑ) =
Z(T ).

Proof. Let Z = Z(E). We have supp(φ) = Z by [3, Lemma 2.29]. Since the
support of φ equals Z, it follows from the definitions that

0 < (φT , ϑ)T =
1

|T : Z|
(φZ , ϑZ)Z .

Clearly, φZ = φ(1)ϕ and ϑZ = ϑ(1)θ for some linear characters ϕ and θ of
Z. As (φZ , ϑZ)Z = φ(1)ϑ(1)(ϕ, θ)Z > 0, we must have θ = ϕ. Since φ is
faithful, it follows that ϕ = θ is faithful; hence, kerϑ ∩ Z(E) = {1}. Thus,
suppϑ = Z(T ) by Lemma 7.

Lemma 9. Suppose that T is a group with subgroups L and N such that
T = LN and [L,N ] = 1. Then Z(T ) = Z(L)Z(N).

Proof. Since T = LN , an arbitrary element z of Z(T ) can be expressed in
the form z = ln for some l ∈ L and n ∈ N . For n′ in N , we have lnn′ =
n′ln = ln′n, where the latter equality follows from [L,N ] = 1. Consequently,
nn′ = n′n for all n′ in N , so n is an element of Z(N). Similarly, l must be
an element of Z(L). It follows that Z(T ) = Z(L)Z(N).
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